Summer accommodation from July 16th to August 31st
Welcome to Rijeka!

Rijeka is situated in the very centre of Kvarner. It is the administrative and cultural centre of Primorje-Gorski kotar County. Rijeka offers everything a tourist region needs to offer. It is rich with natural, cultural-historical and climatic tourism resources, as well as an excellent offer of tourist facilities and services.

Rijeka as a city of interesting historical events, whose existence extends from prehistoric times till today, has many cultural monuments and arranging diversified festivals and cultural events. Besides Rijeka is known as the starting point for many customs, carousel traditions, religious tourism and the rich enological and gastronomic offer, and in 2016 the city was proclaimed European the capital of culture for the year 2020. In recent years, large funds have been invested in renovating beaches, which have become the reason for the visit of numerous tourists to Rijeka.

More about Rijeka: www.visitrijeka.hr

Cooperation of the University of Rijeka and its constituents with other universities, research institutes, international agencies and related associations and common organizations, is important for achieving the fundamental goals of growth and development of the University.

Providing summer accommodation services in accommodation capacities of the student dormitory “Trsat” is one of the foundations for creating an open university and encouraging the exchange of teaching and non-teaching staff, as well as of other people associated with the university. Except getting acquainted with and using academic resources of the University of Rijeka, many tourist resources are at disposal due to the fact that Rijeka has become a recognizable tourist destination in Croatia and region.
Accommodation service offer in Student Dormitory "Trsat"

Willing to offer University guests and its constituent’s quality accommodation service, in high season from July 16th to August 31st are available modern furnished and equipped accommodation capacities in the student dormitory “Trsat”.

A total of 754 beds are available and arranged as follows:

- 344 double bed rooms arranged in 172 blocks
- 32 single bed rooms
- 24 single bed apartments to accommodate teachers
- 10 single bed rooms adapted for people with disabilities

Accommodation in single rooms is organized in a way that one person uses room, kitchen, bathroom and corridor space. A loggia is shared with another single room. The room is equipped with a private bathroom equipment and a set of bed linens and towels. The kitchen is equipped with kitchenware furniture, sink, induction plate (stove), built-in refrigerator and kitchen inventory. In the logia there is a table with four chairs. The bathroom is equipped with a shower, wash basin and toilet bowl.

Modern equipped apartments offers guests
located in ground floor pavilion 2. There is the laundry room in ground pavilion 4 where there are washing and drying machines (clothes and ironing equipment) available for guests. Information about terms and conditions of use are available to you at the reception desk.

A bathroom is equipped with a shower, washbasin and toilet bowl. In the apartment there is a TV set.

Each single and double room, as well as every apartment, besides the heating system also has the cooling system and the possibility of connecting to the Internet. Within the student dormitory “Trsat” in a ground floor pavilion is equipped with fitness room. A classroom is
located in ground floor pavilion 2. There is the laundry room in ground pavilion 4 where there are washing and drying machines (clothes and ironing equipment) available for guests. Information about terms and conditions of use are available to you at the reception desk.
PRICE
Accommodation price per person in a double room: ................. 200,00 HRK + sojourn tax
Accommodation price in a double room single use: ................. 300,00 HRK + sojourn tax
Accommodation price in a single bedroom: ........................................ 300,00 HRK + sojourn tax
Accommodation price per person in a single bed apartment : .... 400,00 HRK + sojourn tax

These prices include VAT.
The service is charged at the arrival of guests, i.e. upon using the accommodation.

DISCOUNTS
When upon booking the total amount of stay is paid, the person will get a 5% discount. When booking for more than 20 people and total amount of stay is paid, a 10% discount is given.

HOW TO BOOK?
In order for the guests to realize the accommodation under the specified conditions and prices, it is necessary that constituents of University of Rijeka, in whose organization guests are coming, send the Student Centre an e-mail to scri.uniri@scri.hr of a valid order form, which contains complete and true information and is signed and verified by the responsible person.

INFORMATIONS AND RESERVATIONS
STUDENTSKI CENTAR RIJEKA
STUDENTSKO NASELJE “TRSAT”
Radmile Matejčić 5, 51000 Rijeka
tel.: +385 (0)51 584545
e-mail: booking@scri.hr
www.scri.uniri.hr
HOW TO REACH US?

Student dormitory is situated in the eastern part of Rijeka, accessible by car, bus, especially public transport which connect very quickly this part with faculties and university facilities, city centre and many tourist destinations.

• BY CAR:
  **From the highway:** exit TRSAT/SUŠAK (Rijeka east), Kačjak Street till the steep bend down the street and on the crossroad turn right to TOME STRIŽICA Street. Around 100 m ahead turn right to Vjekoslava Dukića Street. Straight up the hill, the road leads to Radmile Matejcic Street and the student dormitory “Trsat”.
  
  **From the city centre:** from the bus station straight east, at the theatre Ivana Pl. Zajc after the bridge, turn left towards Trsat. Right up the hill along KUMICICEVA Street, walk straight ahead to the Orijent Stadium and then walk through TOME STRIŽICA (KBC RIJEKA) Street. First, turn left up the hill VJEKOSLAVA DUKICA Street and then continue straight up to Radmile Matejcic 5 Street.

• BY CITY BUS LINE:
  In order to take lines 8 or 8A, go to bus station in Radmile Matejcic Street, which is located in front of the restaurant “Kampus”. In case you are waiting for lines 1B, 2, 101, go to the bus station in Slavko Krautzek Street which is located under the university campus.

• BUS: www.autotrans.hr
• TRAIN: www.hznet.hr
• FERRYBOAT: www.jadrolinija.hr
• AIRPLANE: www.rijeka-airport.hr

The service is charged at the arrival of guests, i.e. upon using the accommodation. These prices include VAT.

**HOW TO BOOK?**

- When upon booking the total amount of stay is paid, the person will get a 5% discount. When booking for more than 20 people and total amount of stay is paid, a 10% discount is given.

**DISCOUNTS**

- Accommodation price per person in a single bed apartment: .... 400,00 HRK + sojourn tax
- Accommodation price in a single bedroom: ........................................ 300,00 HRK + sojourn tax
- Accommodation price in a double room single use: ........................ 300,00 HRK + sojourn tax
- Accommodation price per person in a double room:  ...................... 200,00 HRK + sojourn tax